
About First Choice Homes Oldham 
(FCHO)

FCHO is one of the preeminent housing 
associations in the Greater Manchester area, with 
over 11,500 properties.

FCHO prides itself on putting tenants at the 
heart of what they do – now embracing digital 
transformation to enable 24/7 support and give 
their residents an even better experience.

Key information

Futr products deployed: Automate + Live Chat 

Use case: Automatic Resident Support 24/7

Languages: 100+

Case study: First Choice Homes Oldham

Commencing Digital 
Transformation at  
First Choice Homes 
Oldham



Housing associations have provided 
support for their residents via traditional 
means - telephony-based contact centres 
with manual processes - for years.

FCHO’s leadership team have been 
looking to engage in the early stages of 
their digital transformation programme –
aiming to gradually increase resident self-
serve whilst improving customer 
experience.

In particular, the Technology & Business 
Intelligence teams are working with the 
Customer Services Team to deliver 
projects and improvements that both 
enable and encourage their residents to 
digitally self-serve, in the language they 
speak, wherever possible. Both to 
improve customer experience whilst 
freeing up customer service advisor 
time to spend on more complex needs.

FCHO is aiming to achieve a number of things as 
part of their digital transformation:

Reduce the number of contacts to their Contact 
Centre

Improve customer experience & drive adoption of self-
serve tools

Gain customer insights to guide further 
customer experience strategy &
broader improvements

“We are looking for ways to 
encourage our customers to interact 
with us via digital channels.”

Bharat Velji
ICT Infrastructure Development 
Manager, First Choice Homes Oldham

“We receive between 6,500 and 
8,000 calls most months to our 
contact centre; much more during 
seasonal peaks.”

Michael McGeoch
Contact Centre Team Manager,
First Choice Homes Oldham

Strategic transformation is 
a complex undertaking

Case study: First Choice Homes Oldham



Futr solution

Finding quick wins
early on in the digital 
transformation journey
The ICT and Business Intelligence teams have various 
initiatives planned that will accelerate their digital 
offering and bolster customer experience.

Impact:

“We were looking for ways to help 
our customers go digital; Futr’s
chatbot technology offered a 
powerful solution.”

Bharat Velji
ICT Infrastructure Development Manager,
First Choice Homes Oldham

“Futr’s chatbot is a great first
step in introducing more digital 
interactions to our customers”

Michael McGeoch
Contact Centre Team Manager, First Choice 
Homes Oldham

FCHO was contemplating introducing web chat with 
live agents, but Futr’s platform offered a powerful 
alternative.

Futr, which has knowledge and expertise in the 
housing sector, provided FCHO with comprehensive 
support to implement the chatbot on its website 
quickly and easily – a quick win in the early stages of 
their digital transformation. 

After launch, the quick uptake by FCHO’s customers 
showed clear evidence of digital transformation 
progress to the leadership team.

This was further strengthened as the Contact 
Centre quickly utilised unanswered customer 
questions collated on the Futr platform to 
automate even more contacts during the first 
couple of weeks of use.



Futr solution

Measurable impact
& insight

90%
Contacts automated

Of an annualised 3,516 
users of the service, just 
354 required a live chat 

conversation beyond the AI 
bot’s automatic response

17,622
Questions answered

Annualised non-urgent and 
repeat questions which were  

previously served by a call  
handler

Rich analytics  
& user data

FCHO were able to  track – in 
real time – the questions that 

mattered  most to their
residents, guiding further 

content creation

Users able to access  
services 24 / 7

Customers now access 
information, get answers to 

questions, and are upskilled on 
using self-serve tools 

whenever they need it

Annualised usage based on a 2 month period

“Futr’s dashboard and analytics allows us to 
learn more about our customers every week.”

Michael McGeoch
Contact Centre Team Manager, First Choice Homes Oldham

“Futr’s extensive bank of housing-specific 
questions and industry knowledge really 
helped us setup the chatbot quickly and very 
successfully.”

Nicole Martin-Smith
Service Centre Advisor, First Choice Homes Oldham

Insights &
feedback

FCHO were able to better 
understand - and then improve -
how contacts into the Customer 
Experience team were managed



Interested in learning  
more? Get in touch at
hello@futr.ai

Find out more at futr.ai/housing

Futr helps organisations manage engagement and 
conversations with anyone – automation-first.

The intelligent chatbot that’s helping  housing 
associations engage and support their residents
and customers in any channel, any language,
anytime.

Trusted by


